Molecular self-assembly of solid-supported protein crystals.
Highly ordered protein arrays have been proposed as a means for templating the organization of nanomaterials. Toward this end, we investigate the ability of the protein streptavidin to self-assemble into various configurations on solid-supported phospholipids. We identify two genetic variants of streptavidin (comprising amino acids 14-136 and 13-139) and examine their molecular organization at the liquid-solid interface. Our results demonstrate that the structural differences between these two protein variants affect both crystalline lattice and domain morphology. In general, these results for the liquid-solid interface are similar and consistent with those at the air-water interface with a few notable differences. Analogous to crystallization at the air-water interface, both forms of streptavidin yield H-like domains with lattice parameters that have C222 symmetry at pH 7. At pH 4, the native, truncated form of streptavidin yields needle-like domains consisting of molecules arranged in P1 symmetry. Unlike crystalline domains grown at the air-water interface, however, the lattice parameters of this P1 crystal are unique and have not yet been reported. The presence of a solid substrate does not appear to dramatically alter streptavidin's two-dimensional crystallization behavior, suggesting that local intermolecular interactions between proteins are more significant than interactions between the interface and protein. Our results also demonstrate that screening the electrostatic repulsion between protein molecules by modulating ionic strength will increase growth rate while decreasing crystalline domain size and macroscopic defects. Finally, we show that these domains are indeed functional by attaching biotinylated gold nanoparticles to the crystals. The ability to modulate molecular configuration, crystalline defects, and domain size on a functional array supports the potential application of this system toward materials assembly.